
ALL  I T  TAKES  I S  ONE



The Vision
We built our business by partnering

with the Historically Black Colleges and

Universities (HBCUs) who are a

reflection of the makeup of urban

America. Their consciousness of style

will embrace the fit, quality and

ultimate demand that

LegacyHistoryPride™ highlights.

Keeping this in mind and providing the

consumer with what has been long

awaited can only become explosive to

the marketplace. 



We are committed to building upon the LEGACY of
our schools, sharing the HISTORY of our ancestors and

becoming the PRIDE of our culture. 



Tahir Murray

A third-generation entrepreneur born

in Queens, NY, Tahir has touched

several special projects in his 22 years

and is already making an impact on his

community in a major way. The

multifaceted Howard University Alum is

the face and brains behind one of the

most formidable collegiate apparel

brands in the nation.  It’s hard to

believe he’s just getting started,  but for

Tahir, the sky is the limit. 

 

About the CEO 



LegacyHistoryPride™
Collections

LEGACY is HBCU apparel.

HISTORY is Greek Divine 9 sorority

and fraternity fashion.

PRIDE encompasses classic

collections, including LHP-branded

gear and a streetwear line Tahir’s

father started in the 90s - School of

Hard Knocks. 



Collabs & Partnerships

LHP x LA Sparks
LHP collaborated with the LA Sparks for a 2021 spring

capsule that celebrated the team’s 25th anniversary season.

A portion of the proceeds went to underserved west coast

students interested in visiting and attending HBCU schools.

Atlanta HBCU Alliance
LegacyHistoryPride™ is partnered directly with the Atlanta

HBCU Alumni to develop collaborations toward the growth

of scholarship opportunities for current and prospective

HBCU students. 

LHP x Rashan Ali
LHP teamed up with FAMU grad Rashan Ali and her brand

Cool Soror. The collaboration offers exclusive Cool Soror

pieces that embody the rich excellence and pride of Divine

9 sororities. A portion of the proceeds went to non-profit

ATL HBCU Alumni Alliance. 



The Mission
HBCUs have a profound

impact on the legacy of

African Americans. Research

has shown us this “niche”

market is not limited to

people who have attended

the HBCUs.

LegacyHistoryPride™ will be

the first collegiate brand to

successfully involve the

lifelong support, pride and

loyalty of these institutions

along with their alumni,

students and surrounding

communities. 



Spotted in LegacyHistoryPride™
LegacyHistoryPride‘s audience
includes current students,
notable alumni and a host of
celebrities. The brand has been
spotted in GQ Magazine, the BET
Awards and more. 

Radio Personality DJ Envy & 85 South comedians, BET Awards Chad ‘OchoCinco’ Johnson, Professional Athlete Chris Paul, Professional Athlete, GQ Magazine 



LHP in the Press Featured in:

and more...

https://www.blackenterprise.com/21-year-old-howard-university-student-continues-family-legacy-with-hbcu-clothing-line/
https://www.nbcwashington.com/community/meet-howard-us-tahir-murray-founder-of-legacy-history-pride-brand/2612779/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VkOmVXqhJcg
https://www.gq.com/story/chris-paul-hbcu-support
https://cfda.com/news/building-a-fashion-brand-inspired-by-hbcus
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CONNECT
WITH US 

13K+ FOLLOWERS 
@shopLHP

46K+ FOLLOWERS
@shopLHP

http://www.twitter.com/shopLHP
http://www.instagram.com/shopLHP
http://www.shoplhp.com/

